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1: William Grant Still Music - Works for Orchestra
The four-movement Afro-American Symphony (), the best-known of his works, remains a landmark in the history of
American music as the first symphonic work by an African-American composer to be performed by a major orchestra.

About This Collection "In the evening by the moonlight. The full collection consists of approximately , items,
of which perhaps , are currently available for use. It is one of the largest collections of sheet music in any
library in the United States. The sheet music, primarily vocal music of American imprint, dates from the 18th
century to the present day, with the largest concentration of titles in the period Categories of particular note in
the full collection include 19th century color lithographs; the works of Boston lithographers; music relating to
World Wars I and II; music from the Yiddish-American stage at the turn of the century; early American
imprints; Confederate imprints; Broadway show music; movie music; musical settings of American poetry;
Rhode Island music; octavo band arrangements; and a very large collection of general popular music of the
19th and 20th centuries. This consists of music by and relating to African Americans, from the s to the present
day, and consists of approximately 6, items. Of that number, 1, items are fully cataloged in MARC format,
from which the titles digitized in this project have been drawn. Detail from "Why Adam sinned"; words and
music by Alex Rogers, The African-American related sheet music includes songs from the heyday of
antebellum blackface minstrelsy in the s and from the abolitionist movement of the same period. Civil War
period music includes songs about African-American soldiers, a controversial topic of the time, and the plight
of the newly emancipated slave. Sheet music of this period further documents the emergence of
African-American performers and musical troupes, first in blackface minstrelsy, and later at the beginnings of
the African-American musical stage in the late s. The turn of the century period includes rags and the so-called
"coon" songs, whose strident racial images have lost none of their power to shock. Twentieth century titles
feature many photographs of African-American musical performers, often in costume. The music associated
with World War I depicts the African-American soldier, and the period ends with works that point to the age
of jazz, blues, and the lively African-American musical theatre of the s. The African-American sheet music
provides a window into the daily concerns, preoccupations, and pastimes of Americans in the 19th and early
20th centuries. Unlike many other sorts of published works, sheet music can be produced rapidly in response
to an event or public interest, and thus is the source of relatively unmediated and unrevised perspectives on
quickly changing events and public attitudes. Detail from "Eva to her papa"; song composed by G. Howard;
sung by Cordelia Howard, ?. Particularly significant and important in the Collection are the visual depictions
of African-Americans which provide much information about racial attitudes over the course of the 19th and
early 20th centuries. For example, current discussions of the perceptions of African-American men find
historical models and sources in the images of these men on sheet music covers for the entire period. Two
archetypes, the rural, uneducated plantation "darky" figure Jim Crow and the urban, flashily dressed,
fast-talking figure Zip Coon can be traced through sheet music covers and lyrics from the s before the period
established for this project through the s. The ways in which these archetypes evolve in the public mind are
clearly demonstrated in the sheet music. The plantation "darky" comes to include the "Uncle Tom" character,
the "contraband," the migrant worker, the sharecropper; the urban figure emerges ominously as the "bully" in
the post-Reconstruction era, and is also seen as the gambler, the cake-walker, the "swell. The sheet music
covers often include scarce and otherwise unavailable portraits of performers well-known in their day,
including many African-American performers. Rosamond Johnson, and Aida Overton Walker, great stars of
the period, and many others. The transition from minstrelsy to the forms of the African-American musical
theatre is clearly depicted in this music. Nowhere is this more evident than in the covers that depict
African-American performers both in character in the old minstrelsy costumes and as themselves in
conventional modern evening dress. Yer Off Now," by Ittalie N. The inclusion in the project of not only the
covers but digitized images of the musical notation and the lyrics means that researchers may examine, for
example, the evolution of the "cake-walk" through the numerous versions present. Further, it is possible to
explore the use of dialect and the evolution of slang terms in lyrics spanning seventy years. Researchers may
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compare the cover depictions of African-American related dance with the descriptions in the lyrics,
illuminating an often elusive aspect of culture, and will be able to study the compositional techniques of
African-American composers such as Ernest Hogan, James A. Perhaps most importantly, it will allow
researchers to trace the history of themes such as religious beliefs, the status of women, attitudes toward
multiracial individuals particularly women , the impact of northern migration and urbanization on southern
rural workers, among many other topics reflected in this form. This digital collection places before the
scholarly community, students at all levels, and the general public a significant body of material that
illuminates in a direct, vivid, and dramatic way many aspects of American culture and society from the s to the
s, including theatre, music, and dance, publishing history, music printing and illustration, as well as a variety
of social concerns and events from abolitionism and the Civil War, the problems of Reconstruction,
urbanization, the African-American soldier in three wars, and the social position of and attitudes toward
African Americans throughout a critical period in history.
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2: William Grant Still - Afro American Symphony (Orchestra) (Study Score)
Teaching with Respect. recommended by Jen Sper, School Choral Music Specialist Teaching with Respect by Stephen
Sieck This is a book for choral directors who find themselves in conversations they might not feel ready to have.

He was born on September 26, in Anniston, Alabama. He has made his research entry on William Levi
Dawson available to this Website: He was born in Anniston Alabama and ran away from home at age 13 to
enter Tuskegee Institute at this time youngsters wishing a full pre-college education could only secure this on
a college campus. While there he studied with Frank L. His initial activity as composer began when he was
De Lerma tells us: In , when graduated from Tuskegee, he spent a year at Washburn College in Topeka Kansas
and directed the music program at the Topeka Vocational College. He was engaged that summer as tenor and
trombonist with the Redpath Chautauqua. After graduating, he studied with Carl Busch and Regina G.
Additional work was undertaken at the Eastman School of Music. He was virtually the entire music faculty at
Tuskegee from to He also developed the choir into an internationally known ensemble. Dawson appeared at
times to be disgruntled and, following his annual resignations from Tuskegee, was allowed his freedom in that
last year. His tours as choral conductor started in , when the State Department sent him to Spain. A
recommendation for the Harmond Award in was submitted by H. FitzSimmons, whose firm had already
published four of his works. He was honored with two Wanamaker Awards and and was given honorary
doctorates by Tuskegee University in , by Lincoln University in , and by Ithaca College in Dawson began
work on the Negro Folk Symphony while in Chicago. On tour with the Tuskegee choir in New York he
showed the manuscript to the conductor Leopold Stokowski, who made suggestions for its expansion. In this
form, comprising three movements, it was first performed by the Philadelphia Orchestra in In its overall
shape, and especially in its orchestration, the symphony falls into the late-Romantic tradition. The disc also
includes three works by Duke Ellington. Michael Fleming explains that Dawson revised the work after visiting
Africa. After a trip to West Africa in , however, the composer revised it to embody authentic African rhythmic
patterns, and it was in this form that Stokowski recorded it, and it is most frequently played today. The
symphony can be appreciated purely as a musical work, without any knowledge of the melodies or feelings
that form its background. The themes are taken from what are popularly known as Negro spirituals, and the
practised ear will recognize the recurrence of characteristic themes throughout the composition. He also
recorded the work for Decca Records in Alan Newcombe says in the liner notes that the work was important
to the evolution of the American symphony: After making a study of indigenous African music, in Dawson
revised his work to give it a more "African" rhythmic underpinning. It is an extensive and quite wonderful
collection. Burkett describes the online exhibition for the papers of Dawson, which is found at http: Bethel
Choir; Robert Borgland, conductor. Ark S [Ark Recording Co. Tuskegee Institute Choir; William Dawson,
conductor. Westminster Victor Tuskegee choir series, Kjos Tuskegee Choir series, TA. Brazeal Dennard
Chorale; Brazeal Dennard, conductor. BDC , Remembering, discovering, preserving. Olaf Choir; Anton E.
Olaf Records E Howard University Choir; Warner Lawson, conductor. Tuskegee Institute Choir; William L.
Black Heritage Recordings O Black heritage series, v2; Virginia Union University; Odell Hobbs, conductor.
Tuskegee choir series, Library: Kjos Tuskegee choir series, TA. Kjos Tuskegee choir series, T Music Press, T
Marvis Martin, soprano; St. Westminster WGM , Deep river, for SATB. Done made my vow. Howard
University Chorus; Warner Lawson, conductor. The spiritual project Toil and triumph. Lawrence Burnett,
baritone; St. Ladue High School Chorale of St. Music Press; Neil A. Ezekiel saw the wheel, for SATB Music
Press, Tuskegee Choir series, T Text after Ezekiel Paranjoti Choir of India. Bergen Festival Program;
Tuskegee Choir series, T Spingarn, Yale manuscript, with violin. Aeolian series of choral music; Great day,
for SATB. Tuskegee Choir series, T Park Ridge: Aeolian series of choral music. Gerald Lewis Recordings
MC Tuskegee Choir series, Music Press Tuskegee Choir series, In his care-o, for SATB Silver Crest MOR
Gerald Lewis Recording MC Music Press Tuskegee Choir series, Interlude, piano. FitzSimons, Aeolian series
of choral music, F Gamble Hinged Music, Blanche Dawson-Roney, Tuskegee Inst. Library of Congress,
Spingarn. Arthur Warner, baritone; J. John Patton, tenor; C. Narthex Recording N c; Black spirituals and art
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songs. Remick sacred choral library, 3-G Library: Rodman Wanamaker prize, Aeolian series of choral music,
Library: Listen to the lambs, for SATB. Mormon Tabernacle Choir; J. Lovers plighted, for SATB. Rodman
Wanamaker award, Historical Society MGH Kathleen Battle, soprano; orchestra; Leonard Slatkin, conductor.
Angel DS Yale University Chorus; J. FitzSimmons, F The bond of Africa; 2. Hope in the night; 3. Eb cl, bcl,
cbsn; , timp, perc, harp, strings. Shawnee Music Press, ,
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3: Afro-American Sym Sheet Music By Fort Smith Symphony; John Jeter - Sheet Music Plus
Cookies allow us to personalize content and ads, to provide social media-related features and analyze our traffic. We
also share information on the use of our site with our social media partners, advertising and analytics, which can
combine them with other information you have provided to them or collected in your use of their services.

Zick in the article below provides vignettes which comprise an overview of various composers and musicians
of African ancestry who performed in Europe, North America, and Latin America from the 16th Century to
the 20th Century. Ignatius Sancho was an African composer and author whose published letters tell much
about his life. Raised as a house slave in Greenwich, England, he taught himself to read and educated himself
very broadly from books owned by an aristocratic family with whom he obtained employment as a young
man. Sixty-two of his short compositions survive in four self-published volumes. Born Joseph de Bologne, on
December 25, on a plantation near Basse-Terre, on the French Caribbean island of Guadeloupe, he was the son
of a slave woman of African descent and a French plantation owner. Educated in France, de Bologne was only
19 when his mastery of the violin and the harpsichord earned him a dedication from Antonio Lolli in By ,
Saint-Georges was first violin of a distinguished member ensemble, Le Concert des amateurs. He became one
of the earliest French composers of string quartets and symphonies concertantes. His first string quartets were
performed in and published in , the year in which he was appointed conductor. Saint-Georges directed an
important private musical theater, where some of his own songs and musicals were performed. Most of his
music was liturgical; about works survive. George Bridgetower was a child prodigy with an African American
father and a German mother. As a child he joined the retinue of the Prince of Wales later George IV , who
arranged music studies with established musicians. In Bridgetower obtained permission to travel to the
Continent to visit his mother. Beethoven played the piano and Bridgetower played the violin at the highly
successful premiere of the sonata in Vienna on May 24, Johnson , a Philadelphia bugler and band leader, was
the most popular black composer in the pre-Civil War United States. Despite their popularity, racial violence
broke out during at least one concert. The members were also arrested and fined in St. Louis for entering the
State of Missouri as free blacks without official permission. In , Johnson and his band members became the
first African American musicians to travel to Europe to perform. The orchestra at one point had more than
performers, including a few white members. Its director, Constantin Debergue, was a black violinist. Racial
hostility put an end to the Society prior to the Civil War. Dede graduated from the Paris Conservatory and
worked as a conductor in Bordeaux, France for 27 years. Justin Holland , was a classical guitarist who
composed and arranged hundreds of works which were widely played in the 19th Century. His composition
was performed in concert over times and made his name a household word on both sides of the Atlantic.
William Grant Still was an oboist, arranger and composer of jazz and popular music themes. Continually
Enslaved Lanham, Maryland: A Personal History New York: Independent Historian Copyright - BlackPast.
We welcome your suggestions. It has no affiliation with the University of Washington.
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4: The Harlem Renaissance and American Music
Buy Afro American Symphony by STILL, W at www.enganchecubano.com # Publisher ID: Availability Information
Availability Information This item has been discontinued and we can only sell our remaining stock.

His father was a partner in a grocery store and performed as a local bandleader. William Grant Still Sr. She
met and married Charles B. The two attended a number of performances by musicians on tour. His maternal
grandmother sang African-American spirituals to him. Still started violin lessons in Little Rock at the age of
He taught himself to play the clarinet , saxophone, oboe , double bass, cello and viola , and showed a great
interest in music. At 16 he graduated from M. Gibbs High School in Little Rock. His mother wanted him to go
to medical school, so Still pursued a Bachelor of Science degree program at Wilberforce University , a
historically black college in Ohio. He conducted the university band, learned to play various instruments, and
started to compose and to do orchestrations. Still married pianist Verna Arvey. This section does not cite any
sources. Please help improve this section by adding citations to reliable sources. Unsourced material may be
challenged and removed. Between and , he worked as an arranger for W. Later in the s, Still served as the
arranger of Yamekraw, a "Negro Rhapsody" composed by the noted Harlem stride pianist , James P. His
initial hiring by Paul Whiteman took place in early November It was the first opera by an African American
to be performed by a major company. For Lost Horizon, he arranged the music of Dimitri Tiomkin. Still was
also hired to arrange the music for the film Stormy Weather , but left the assignment after a few weeks due to
artistic disagreements. Still was the recording manager of the Black Swan Phonograph Company.
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5: Sheet music: Still: Afro-American Symphony (CD)
the original source for the music of composer william grant still.

Wilkins on Wednesday, July 29, 5: Currently he serves as chairman of the board for the Raymond James
Charitable Endowment Fund and as national ambassador for the non-profit World Pediatric Project
headquartered in Richmond, which provides children throughout Central America and the Caribbean with
critical surgical and diagnostic care. The performance time is 25 minutes. In Little Rock, she married an opera
buff and he introduced young William to the great voices of the day on records and encouraged his interest in
playing the violin. At the age of 16, Still matriculated as a medical student at Wilberforce University in Ohio,
but he soon switched to music. He taught himself to play the reed instruments and left school to perform in
dance bands in the Columbus area and work for a brief period as an arranger for the great blues writer W. He
returned to Wilberforce, graduated in , married later that year, and then resumed playing in dance and theater
orchestras. He went back to Oberlin after his service duty and stayed there until , when he moved to New York
to join the orchestra of the Noble Sissleâ€”Eubie Blake revue Shuffle Along as an oboist. While on tour in
Boston with the show, Still studied with George Chadwick, then President of the New England Conservatory,
who was so impressed with his talent that he provided his lessons free of charge. His Afro-American
Symphony of was premiered by Howard Hanson and the Rochester Philharmonic the first such work by a
black composer played by a leading American orchestra and heard thereafter in performances in Europe and
South America. Unable to make a living from his concert compositions, however, Still worked as an arranger
and orchestrator of music for radio, for Broadway shows, and for Paul Whiteman, Artie Shaw and other
popular bandleaders. A Guggenheim Fellowship allowed him to cut back on his commercial activities and
write his first opera, Blue Steel, which incorporated jazz and spirituals. Still continued to hold an important
place in American music until his death in Los Angeles in Still received many awards for his work: Not only
was his music performed by most of the major American orchestras, but he was also the first Black musician
to conduct one of those ensembles Los Angeles Philharmonic, at Hollywood Bowl in and a major symphony
in a southern state New Orleans Philharmonic in He has made a real contribution to music. Woods, gave its
premiere. Every day in his career was one of prayer and self-improvement, and, for him, every day and every
piece of music constituted a new beginning and a fuller opportunity to serve the creator. A contrasting
folk-like melody, built from a gapped scale, occupies the center section. Prayer is based on a haunting lament
for the English horn. A broad, hymnal theme is introduced by the strings and becomes more agitated as the
music unfolds. An altered recapitulation of the lament theme, led by English horn doubled by piccolo, closes
the movement. Relaxation is a lighthearted dance featuring the high piping woodwinds. The main part of the
movement is based on a spiritual-inspired string theme, and grows with a steady tread to a full but foreboding
ending. The Grant Park Music Festival gratefully acknowledges the generous support from its sponsors:
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Afro-American Sym sheet music - sheet music by Fort Smith Symphony; John Jeter: Naxos. Shop the World's Largest
Sheet Music Selection today at Sheet Music Plus.

William Grant Still, Florence B. Price and William Dawson. How could they even attempt it? What was the
impetus behind the creation of the first symphonies by African-American composers? The spiritual inspiration
came from the music of Samuel Coleridge-Taylor, an Anglo-African composer and concert violinist who
visited this country three times between and and who had won fame as a conductor and composer in England.
During his three-year tenure here, the composer publicly advocated the use of African-American and
Native-American folk music in composition to create a national American style. Thus, two internationally
respected composers and not coincidentally, both European validated, for both black and white American
composers, the beauty of African-American folk music and led the way for its use in instrumental forms.
Nationalism was the backdrop from which African-American composers in the s and early s adapted old
artistic forms into self-consciously racial idioms. The affirmation of the values of the black cultural heritage
had a decisive impact on Still, Price, and Dawson, who had as their primary goal the incorporation of Negro
folk idioms, that is, spirituals, blues, and characteristic dance music in symphonic forms. In the orchestral
music of these composers, the African-American nationalist elements are integral to the style. The deceptively
simple musical structure of their orchestral music is inherently bound to the folk tradition in which they are
rooted. There she studied composition with Wallace Goodrich and Frederick Converse and she studied
privately with the eminent composer George W. Chadwick, the Director of the Conservatory. In , now married
and with two children, Florence Price and her family moved to Chicago to escape the racial tension in the
south which, by the late s, had become intolerable. Here Price established herself as a concert pianist, organist,
teacher and composer. But, oh dear me, when shall I ever be so fortunate again as to break a foot! The
Symphony won critical acclaim and marked the first symphony by an African-American woman composer to
be played by a major American orchestra. Price based the first movement of her Symphony on two freely
composed melodies reminiscent of the African-American spiritual. This such melody is played by a ten-part
brass choir. For Price, the rhythmic element in African-American music was of utmost importance. Price died
in after receiving many accolades during her career. She wrote over compositions, including 20 orchestral
works and over art songs. Her music was in the repertoire of many important ensembles. In addition to the
Chicago Symphony, these include the Michigan W. Marine Band, and several chamber groups. Price is the
first African-American woman composer to earn national recognition. A pioneer among women, she was
much celebrated for her achievements in her time. Her music demonstrates that an African-American
composer could transform received musical forms, yet articulate a unique American and artistic self. Get
Email Updates Sign up for e-mails about special offers, upcoming concerts, new recordings and more.
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William Grant Still Music and The Master-Player Library. The original source for the music of William Grant Still: sheet
music, CDs and other recordings, books, archival materials, and memorabilia.

He showed early talent and skill, playing in a village band and in church. The latter was not only a professor at
the Prague Conservatory , but also a composer for the organ; his son Josef Bohuslav Foerster became a better
known composer. The constant need to supplement his income pushed him to give piano lessons. It was
through these piano lessons that he met his future wife. They had nine children together, three of whom died
in infancy. The manuscript of a symphony in C minor without opus number, B. His first composing attempts
passed without critical reception or public performances. His compositions up through , according to the
Burghauser Catalogue [31] either had no known premieres, or were premiered in or later. For example, the
Third String Quartet, B. In â€”74 he reset "the King and Charcoal Burner libretto entirely afresh, in a totally
different manner", without using "anything from the ill-fated earlier version". The job paid "a mere pittance",
but it was "a welcome addition for the young couple". It was his first piece played in a concert. Before being
married, he had lodged with five other men, one of whom owned a small " spinet " piano. He again entered but
this time did not win the Austrian State Prize. He did win it in , and finally felt free to resign his position as an
organist. Then, he received a personal letter from the music critic Eduard Hanslick , who had also been on the
juries awarding the prizes. These were an immediate and great success. On 15 December , the leading music
critic Louis Ehlert published a review of the Moravian Duets and Slavonic Dances in the Berlin
"Nationalzeitung", saying that the "Dances" would make their way "round the world" and "a heavenly
naturalness flows through this music". Simrock showed the score to the leading violinist Joseph Joachim , who
with others premiered it in November of that year. In December he dedicated the piece to Joachim and sent
him the score. He had arrived a week early to conduct rehearsals of the chorus of voices and orchestra of He
heartily thanked Richter for his "courage and devoted sympathy". At first he refused the offer, but then later
accepted; this change of mind was seemingly a result of a quarrel with his publisher Simrock over payment for
his Eighth Symphony. The Conservatory had been founded by Jeannette Thurber , a wealthy and philanthropic
woman, who made it open to women and black students as well as white men, which was unusual for the
times. He supported the concept that African-American and Native American music should be used as a
foundation for the growth of American music. He felt that through the music of Native Americans and
African-Americans, Americans would find their own national style of music. Back in New York that autumn,
he composed his Sonatina for violin and piano. He also conducted a performance of his Eighth Symphony at
the Columbian Exposition in Chicago that same year. He and she had maintained friendly relations over the
years. After her death he revised the coda of his Cello Concerto in her memory. In November , he resumed his
professorship at the Prague Conservatory. In he visited London for the last time to conduct the premiere of his
Cello Concerto in B minor by the London Philharmonic. Brahms said he had no dependents and "If you need
anything, my fortune is at your disposal". Also, Brahms hoped to gain an ally in Vienna to "counterbalance the
influence of" Bruckner. First, around the actual date, six of his operas and the oratorio St. In many towns all
over Bohemia and Moravia, the Czech people celebrated his birthday. His 16 Slavonic Dances , Op. He also
wrote an orchestral Polonaise He named the third movement of his 6th Symphony as "Scherzo Furiant ". His
Dumky Trio is one of his best-known chamber works, and is named for the Dumka , a traditional Slavic and
Polish genre. His major works reflect his heritage and love for his native land. Please help to improve this
article by introducing more precise citations.
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Afro-American Symphony for Band Band Music Arrangements of the 1st, 2nd and 4th movements of the
AFRO-AMERICAN SYMPHONY FOR BAND produced at the Westpoint Military Academy.

My Life, My Words: He has kindly made his research file on William Grant Still available to this site. He was
the son of two teachers, Carrie Lena Fambro Still and William Grant Still , who was also a partner in a grocery
store. Carrie Still then took him to Little Rock, Arkansas, where they lived with her mother. She taught high
school English there for 33 years. Shepperson, a postal clerk. He bought many 78 rpm records of opera, which
the boy greatly enjoyed. The two attended a number of performances by musicians on tour. De Lerma notes
that the youth also taught himself how to play the clarinet, saxophone, oboe, double bass, cello and viola, and
showed a great interest in music. His maternal grandmother introduced him to African American spirituals by
singing them to him. At age 16 he graduated from M. Gibbs High School in Little Rock. He then dropped out
of school. On October 4, he married Grace Bundy, an acquaintance from Wilberforce. He was unhappy at
Wilberforce where he directed the band from to and made arrangements because there was no music in the
curriculum. First recital of his music in He moved to Oberlin in , following two years of work in Columbus
where in he began playing the oboe and cello professionally at the Athletic Club. Also played oboe and violin
in the tours of the National Guard Band, He studied at Oberlin with Maurice P. Lehman counterpoint and
theory , and Charlotte Andrews Stevens, and played in the student string quartet. The lure of music was too
strong. Further study, made possible by an inheritance from his father, was undertaken in and at Oberlin where
he first heard an orchestra. His stay at Oberlin was interrupted when he enlisted service in the Navy Black
sailors were restricted to aspects of food service but, when it became known that Still was a trained musician,
he was engaged to play the violin for the meals of officers on the U. Released from the Navy with the end of
the war, he returned briefly to Oberlin and then in moved to New York, resuming his work with W. Handy as
performer, arranger, and road manager and in Pace and Handy Music Company Band he originally began
working for Handy, who was then in Memphis, for the summer of as arranger and cellist. Then freelanced in
Columbus for the fall of His musical training was twofold, embracing the European tradition at Oberlin
College, and the African-American in his work with W. Handy in New York. Some of its musical
arrangements were done by Still. The show featured an African American cast and was so successful that it
ran for performances in New York City before going on tour. A scholarship enabled him to study composition
with the avant garde composer Edgar Varese in New York City for two years. He also received a Guggenheim
and a Rosenwald fellowship. De Lerma explains that Still later turned away from the techniques of Varese: He
subsequently abandoned the influence so that he could turn his attention to the folkloric. He also played in the
pit orchestra of Dixie to Broadway and the summer of It proved that African Americans had a rich and vibrant
culture which was fast becoming a prominent cultural feature of the United States and the world. Two leading
authors who influenced the movement were W. Still was a firm believer and an active participant in the
"Harlem Renaissance", and his music showed its influence for the rest of his life. He also performed classical
music as an oboist with the Harlem Orchestra. He characterizes William Grant Still as an: American composer
whose musical works included African American themes and spanned jazz, popular, opera, and classical
genres. He created over musical works including a series of five symphonies, four ballets, and nine operas.
Black Swan Records was a label owned by African Americans. The first performance of a classical work by
Still took place on February 8, The author adds that William Grant Still asked the jazz singer Florence Mills if
she would sing a work with a classical orchestra if he were to write one for her. When she agreed, he wrote
Levee Land, with four songs for singer and orchestra. Still and the critics were very pleased, and the audience
insisted that the performance be repeated on the spot. When a conductor named Don Voorhees hired Still to do
all the arranging for a radio program, Arvey writes, he no longer needed to take jobs as an instrumentalist.
Don Voorhees and Still were linked through a couple of historic occasions. When the Columbia Broadcasting
System network started, Voorhees broadcast an entire program of Still arrangements on the opening day. He
scored a number of shows, including Rain or Shine, one edition of J. Jimmy Johnson and Cecil Mack wrote
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the tune; Still was the first to orchestrate it. Though the play lasted nearly an hour, the music was composed
within a month. Sahdji, which Still dedicated to Howard Hanson, became the first ballet produced as a part of
the American Music Festivals in Rochester, and starred Thelma Biracree as choreographer and soloist. Its
success paved the way for productions of other ballets by other American composers at the Eastman School.
Buoyed by an October 24 performance of Africa, in Rochester, Still launched another ambitious venture, his
now-famous Afro-American Symphony, which he constructed on an original theme in the blues idiom. He
started work on this symphony on October 30, Ideas came to him so rapidly that he could hardly record them.
At the same time that Still found emotional fulfillment in composing, his relationship with his wife grew more
strained. Money was owed him, but he could not collect it, she writes. A short time later, Don Voorhees asked
him to do some arranging for the Maxwell House Coffee radio show he conducted. What few of them realized
was that its orchestrator was using it as a musical training ground: It seemed to Still to be a workable solution.
So Still became the first Negro ever to conduct a white radio program. Still had no formal training in
conducting, therefore very little knowledge of baton technique. All he knew was what he wanted to hear from
the orchestra, so the orchestra members became his teacher. Move by move, they showed him what they had
to see him do in order to get the effects he wanted. Learning to conduct also helped him in composing; he had
never before known how things look to a conductor. It was an entirely different point of view. Michael
Fleming quotes the composer in the liner notes for Chandos I knew I wanted to write a symphony; I knew that
it had to be an American work; and I wanted to demonstrate how the blues, so often considered a lowly
expression, could be elevated to the highest musical level. Howard Hanson [], who conducted the premiere
with the Rochester Philharmonic in , was a noted exponent of contemporary American music. Verna Arvey
emphasizes the impact of a national tour of the Philadelphia Orchestra: After the first rehearsal of Sahdji in
May of , Hanson wrote to say that the orchestra members put down their instruments and applauded, as the
audience applauded after the performance. In the season, Hanson also played the Afro-American Symphony
and then repeated it at a subsequent concert, after which its composer was given a standing ovation by the
audience. She was going there, she said, to write for a magazine, though the job never materialized. Still never
saw her again, but he did continue to see the children. In January of , Hanson played the Third Scherzo
Movement of the Afro-American Symphony with the Berlin Philharmonic Orchestra, where the audience
ignored tradition and refused to let the concert continue until the Scherzo was repeated. She says the ballet La
Guiablesse is an excellent example: It was this way in the West Indian ballet, La Guiablesse, which Still had
completed in the intervening months and for which, lacking material from Martinique, he developed his own
idiom. He later found it to be completely true to the drama, characters and locale. The composer provided
subtitles for the four movements of the symphony: He had applied for a Guggenheim Fellowship so that he
could have a year free in which to work on an opera, but he had been refused. Hanson was visibly surprised to
learn of the refusal, and suggested that he try again the following year. He did, and this time he was awarded
one. On May 22, , he did walk away from Robison and the "Deep River Hour," drove to Los Angeles, and
settled down to composing his new opera. Here we met and began to work together. Verna Arvey was a
year-old journalist and concert pianist with interests in dance, film music, and music of the Americas. All the
while, however, he gave serious attention to his symphonic, chamber, and operatic interests. It seemed to me
that my own talents might be of use here, so I volunteered to handle the public relations and promotional side
of the work. Still who by then was called Billy by his West Coast friends agreed, so I started to work. I also
included some of his music in my own piano recitals, often lecturing about him and his compositions in the
process. He paid me for all this, but not very much, since he was keeping only fifteen dollars a week for
himself and sending the major part of his Guggenheim Fellowship money for the support of his family in the
East. He also started writing piano works specifically for performance by Verna Arvey. Publicity in the Los
Angeles papers brought Still a contract with Columbia Pictures for six months, and an option which was never
picked up, for understandable reasons. Billy was out of his element in the studios. The man who brought him
in Howard Jackson, an old friend soon lost his job as head of the studio music department. Verna Arvey adds
that other studios were falsely told Still had been unable to do the work.
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Striking a Chord African American Composers: Striking a Chord A Bach Festival concert celebrates three
African American classical composers whose talents shone despite racist obstacles. It does not go well. He
was also party to another, more dubious first. Still belonged to the firstâ€”and certainly not the
lastâ€”generation of African American musicians to routinely see their music appropriated, whole or in part,
by white performers who turned it into mainstream success. The Bach Festival Choir and Orchestra. The
soft-spoken Still never complained about the supposed theft. Could you hum that tune for me again? Like
Still, both of the other composers, Nathaniel Dett and William Dawson, lived in a looking-glass world,
honored for creating music in its loftiest forms while being treated as second-class citizens. They were keenly
aware of a responsibility to challenge the patronizing racial stereotyping of the day by incorporating motifs
from the blues and jazzâ€”which were still dismissed by many as lowly, rough-hewn genresâ€”into lofty
classical compositions. He also secretly earned a degree from the then-segregated Horner Institute in Kansas
City, but was not allowed to take the stage at graduation for fear of upsetting the crowd. Dett, born in Canada
in a town founded by fugitive slaves, grew up to spend most of his musical career in the United States. He was
dedicated to incorporating black spirituals into the classical concert tradition. The concert was a success, but,
in an era in which white spirituals were accepted as part of the mainstream but black spirituals were not, a live
radio broadcast was cut off because of listener complaints. Of the three composers, Still was the most
versatile, well-traveled and influential. He taught himself to play the clarinet, saxophone, oboe, double bass,
cello, viola and violin, which he used to serenade officers at mealtime after enlisting in the Navy during World
War I. He had a lifelong working friendship with W. After moving to New York City, Still became part of the
Harlem Renaissance, a surge of artistic and intellectual expression among African American professors, artists
and writers. It was originally performed by the New York Philharmonic in , at a time when anti-lynching
legislation was being considered by Congress. Though family members say he rarely spoke of it, Still himself
had seen a lynching in Alabama while traveling with a company of blues musicians. Over the years, nearly
anti-lynching bills were introduced in Congress. Southern politicians blocked them. None was ever adopted.
In a letter to Locke, he wrote: Because biracial marriage was against the law in the United States at the time,
they had to go to Mexico to exchange vows. He was awarded nine honorary degrees, but in arrived dog-tired
to accept one at Oberlin College in Ohio, having found only one hotel, while traveling cross-country, that
would rent out a room to him and his family. I remember it was crawling with bugs. When it comes to the
musical legacy of her father, who died in , she is fiercely protective. She says he came to her in a dream not
long ago and told her that it was time for a movie to be made about his life. The concert is his brainchild. It
represents a significant and symbolic departure for a choir that has focused mainly on performing oratorios by
European composers since its founding, in , to commemorate the th anniversary of the birth of Johann
Sebastian Bach. He has a hobby that dovetails nicely with that obsession: Most are on faded letters, legal
documents, notes and scores. You could indulge in a silent, self-led tour of music history by sifting through
the plastic laminated sheaths protecting the dog-eared scraps of paper that bear the fading signatures of
musical immortals. Their works echo the joys and sorrows of ages past. Giuseppe Verdi is here. So is Arturo
Toscanini. So is Giacomo Puccini. So is Camille Saint-Saens.
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